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The impossible just got possible

NVivo 7 takes analysis and insight to a whole new level with
a powerful, intelligent application that helps you to manage,
shape and analyze virtually any information, in any language.
NVivo 7 will change the way you work forever.

NVivo 7 is set to change your research world.

Copyright © 2006 QSR International Pty Ltd. ABN 47 006 357 213. All rights reserved. NVivo 7 and QSR words and logos are
trademarks or registered trademarks of QSR International Pty Ltd. Patent pending. Microsoft, Windows, Word, PowerPoint
and Excel are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. This information
is subject to change without notice.

Upgrading
NVivo 7 opens projects from previous versions of QSR software
- N4, N5, N6, NVivo 1 and NVivo 2.

Contact Details
QSR International has offices in North America, the United Kingdom and Australia.
To find out more about our products and services, visit our website or contact us at
info@qsrinternational.com

System Requirements:
• 1GHz Pentium III-compatible processor or faster (1.6 GHz recommended)
• 256 MB RAM (512 MB recommended)
• 800 x 600 screen resolution (1024 x 768 recommended)
• Windows 2000 Service Pack 4 or later (Windows XP recommended)
• Approximately 700 MB of available hard-disk space (1GB recommended)

Customize the user
friendly interface to suit
your working style

Explore your data with
confidence using our
multi-level ‘undo’ function

Display and
analyze
relationships
between people,
processes and
concepts

Query your data
with a powerful,
state-of-the-art
search engine

Create professional
graphical models

Import and code
documents containing
tables and images

Work in every language

www.qsrinternational.com
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and relationships over virtually any data set. Designed
to mirror commonly used Internet search engines,
your queries can also be saved and re-run through
new data so you can watch your results evolve.

A picture paints a thousand words

Unique and dynamic, NVivo 7’s ‘models’ offer a whole
new level of exploration. New ideas, connections and
findings can all be displayed graphically and in real
time, allowing you to see and explore your data from
a visual perspective.

Sharing your findings
Ready to share your findings? Your conclusions,
graphics and query results can be exported or
simply copied and pasted into reports or
presentations, including packages such as Excel,
Word or PowerPoint. NVivo 7 helps you to
present your results with confidence and
professionalism, safe in the knowledge that
they’re backed by the world’s most robust
research software.

Setting up your project
With NVivo 7 you can hit the ground running. It’s
easy to navigate, imports a wide range of data
and facilitates teamwork. NVivo 7 also sets a
new standard in security and portability - it’s
software you know you can trust.

The days of double handling data are over

NVivo 7 allows you to map out your project steps –
setting up frameworks to organize your ideas and
research methods before you’ve even started. You
can create your own documents and import and export
a wide range of data, including Microsoft Word
documents and documents with embedded tables
and images. There’s no more double handling and
data massaging – you can code everything you import
now for analysis later.

The new face of research software

We know it takes time to learn new software. That’s
why NVivo 7’s interface has been designed using
Microsoft Windows XP guidelines – an industry first.
Even if you haven’t used research software before, 
NVivo 7's streamlined and familiar look makes it easy
to learn and to teach. It’s flexible too, so you can
rearrange the layout to suit your own working style.

A new standard in security

With NVivo 7 you can now store your project database
and documents together in a single file, reducing the
risk of file corruption and allowing your project to be
completely portable. Now, if you move or delete your
data files, you won’t lose your project documents.
Your project is robust and easier to move.

NVivo 7 speaks your language

Does your project involve analyzing data in more
than one language? With NVivo 7 you can work in
a combination of languages in the same project,
including symbol or character based languages such
as Chinese. This doesn’t just apply to data files,
but to your entire project, including searches,
your research topics and their contents.

Bringing teams together

NVivo 7’s new inbuilt merge function is all about
teamwork and saving time. It intelligently helps you
to avoid data duplication and saves you set up time
by allowing you to use another project’s structure.
It also allows you and your colleagues to work
separately on copies of the same project and then
merge them together effortlessly.

Working with your data
Working with your data has never been easier
or more powerful. NVivo 7 provides world first
tools that allow you to work to far greater depth
than you thought possible. From investigating
and gathering evidence for relationships to
harnessing your growing interpretations and
strategic thinking.

Organizing your data

With NVivo 7 you need never use highlighter pens
or make do with basic “workarounds” again. As you
read through your research material you’re able to
highlight key points and assign visual ‘codes’ to them
so you can quickly track down excerpts or search
and collate information later. If you’re pressed for
time or you’re dealing with a common demand, NVivo
7 also offers auto-coding options.

Recording your insights

Got a great idea or want to query something later?
Just like notes scribbled in a margin, NVivo 7 allows
you to edit and annotate your documents after they’ve
been imported. You can also create memos to
capture more detailed thoughts and observations
and link them to your research documents for easy
access.

Change the way you view relationships

Our revolutionary new ‘relationships’ tool allows you
to explore and query evidence about relations
between items, processes and people. It takes
traditional coding and querying of information to a
whole new level so you can gather evidence for or
against your assumptions, adding an entirely new
dimension to your analysis.

Making sense of your data
There’s no predetermined ten point plan when
it comes to making sense of your data. That’s
why NVivo 7 allows you to go back and revisit
your information, test theories and explore your
concepts and ideas through superior querying
and graphical tools at any point during your
project. It’s a powerful way of researching.

Let your curiosity get the better of you

Want to experiment and explore your data? Use
NVivo 7’s unique multiple level ‘undo’ function to try
new ways of working and researching. Undo gives
you the confidence to manipulate your data knowing
that you won’t damage your project – you can simply
retrace your steps back to safe ground.

Question everything

NVivo 7’s range of 'queries' bring you even closer
to your data - you can find patterns, pursue hunches
and view information in a broad range of contexts.
Our new powerful state-of-the-art search engine
gives you rapid access to the most subtle patterns

Who uses QSR software?
NVivo 7 is ideal for anyone who needs to examine
or make sense of information. Our software is used
by researchers, forensic scientists, psychologists,
tourism managers, sociologists, academics,
consultants and students around the world. QSR
also licenses major corporate, university and
government clients.

Whether you’re researching human behavior,
reviewing the state of staff morale or developing
social policy, NVivo 7 is set to change your research
world.

NVivo 7 takes analysis and insight to a whole new
level with world-first features designed to help you
work with virtually any type of information, in any
language.

Designed in consultation with a diverse team of
researchers, NVivo 7 combines cutting edge innovation
with the best features of QSR’s pragmatic, robust
workhorse N6 (formerly NUD*IST) and flexible, fluid
analysis tool NVivo 2.

The result is a powerful yet user friendly program that
accommodates the world’s widest range of research
methods. The impossible just got possible.

Understanding qualitative research and

data analysis software

Unlike quantitative research, which

uses numbers to arrive at conclusions,

qualitative research extracts meaning

from a range of textual information

such as field or case notes, articles

and in-depth interview or focus group

transcripts.

Qualitative data analysis software like

NVivo 7 helps you to access, manage,

shape and analyze this data. It removes

many of the manual tasks associated

with analysis, like classifying, sorting

and arranging information, so you have

more time to explore trends, build and

test out theories and ultimately arrive

at answers to questions. Over the past

decade our products have

revolutionized the way data is analyzed

around the world.

QSR International - your business partner

QSR International has been shaping qualitative research for at least a decade. With five international
offices, four industry awards, nine software releases and more than 300,000 clients across 90 countries,
QSR’s credentials add up. Whether you’re in the field of education, law, health or marketing, working
with QSR means working with unparalleled skill and experience, giving you access to all that’s new in
research software.

The impossible just got possible

NVivo 7 – getting the best out of your project

Researchers meet data in a variety of guises – as transcripts, diaries, case notes,
and even pictures. Managing all this rich data can often be daunting enough
without worrying about how to glean any insight from it. Now, NVivo 7 makes
this possible by partnering you through the entire project lifecycle.

A new level of customer care

We want you to get the most out of your

research by getting the most out of our

software. That’s why we offer multiple

support services, including self help

resources and online tools, web-based

peer support via the QSR Forum and

direct access to personal assistance via

the phone, fax or email. QSR also offers

training services and partners with a

wide network of trainers and consultants

around the world. So if you’re new to

research or just to software, you can

receive one-on-one training and group

workshops.Licensing

With more than 300,000 users around the world,
nobody does it better than QSR. We offer exclusive
site license arrangements for organizations with
multiple users, giving you free access to future
software upgrades, access to our Help Desk and
the flexibility for users to work off site.
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